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We present a formal calculus, termed the chemtainer calculus, able to capture
the complexity of compartmentalized reaction systems such as populations
of possibly nested vesicular compartments. Compartments contain molecular
cargo aswell as surfacemarkers in the form of DNA single strands. Thesemar-
kers serve as compartment addresses and allow for their targeted transport
and fusion, thereby enabling reactions of previously separated chemicals.
The overall system organization allows for the set-up of programmable chem-
istry in microfluidic or other automated environments. We introduce a simple
sequential programming language whose instructions are motivated by state-
of-the-art microfluidic technology. Our approach integrates electronic control,
chemical computing and material production in a unified formal framework
that is able tomimic the integrated computational and constructive capabilities
of the subcellular matrix. We provide a non-deterministic semantics of our
programming language that enables us to analytically derive the compu-
tational and constructive power of our machinery. This semantics is used to
derive the sets of all constructable chemicals and supermolecular structures
that emerge from different underlying instruction sets. Because our proofs
are constructive, they can be used to automatically infer control programs
for the construction of target structures from a limited set of resource mol-
ecules. Finally, we present an example of our framework from the area of
oligosaccharide synthesis.1. Introduction
Living systems are unique in that they integrate molecular recognition and
information processing with material production on the molecular scale. The
predominant locus of this integration is the cytoplasm, where a multitude of
biochemical compounds are highly organized in vesicular compartments that
co-locate reactants of desired reactions, whereas separating those of undesired
reactions. Surface markers on these compartments are used for vesicular
trafficking, as well as vesicle budding and fusion, thereby allowing for the
fine-tuned control of biochemical reaction cascades [1–3].
The desire to employ this complex molecular organization in next-generation
chemical synthesis has led to various studies on supermolecular compartments as
nanoscale ‘bioreactors’ [4–7]. Several pathways for vesicle fusion [8–10] have
been suggested. In particular, Hadorn et al. [11–13] employ short single-stranded
DNA tags for the specific interaction of various reaction compartments. In the
European Commission-funded project MATCHIT [14–17], we are working
on creating an artificial cellular matrix that seamlessly integrates information
processing and material production in much the same way as its biological
counterpart: the MATCHIT framework employs DNA-addressable bioreactors
(termed chemtainers in the following), to mimic the topological organization of
the cytoplasm. DNA tags open up for DNA computing operations akin to the
‘key–lock’ information processing mechanism found in biological protein–
protein interactions. This form of molecular information processing is governed
by autonomous chemical reaction kinetics and allows for tight integration of
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Figure 1. Example of a state of the artificial cellular matrix, where four locations (x1, x2, x3 and x4) hold content. All other locations are empty. Location x1 contains
a number of molecules in solution (2A þ 2B þ C ), location x2 contains two chemtainers (depicted as circles), one of them containing the molecules A and B,
location x3 holds a chemtainer encapsulated within another chemtainer, and location x4 holds a chemtainer with three A’s being decorated with a tag s (straight
line attached to the circle), with a separate tag t in solution (separate straight line). Using the syntax defined in §2.1, this system state is described by the string
x1 : 2Aþ 2Bþ C W x2 : þ Aþ B W x3 : 2Aþ C W x4 : tþ s 3A . (Online version in colour.)
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we here employ the DNA join-and-fork gates to implement
Boolean computation [18].
Whereas natural cells ultimately employ genomic infor-
mation to regulate the resulting material production network,
we envision programmable electronic control by embedding
chemtainers into mechanoelectronic microsystems [19,20]. In
such devices, dedicated microfluidic channels can be designed
for vesicle generation [21], DNA tag insertion, tag and chemtai-
ner trafficking [22], specific or unspecific fusion [23], vesicle
rapture and encapsulation [24]. Possibly paired with real-time
feedback, this allows for control of chemical reaction cascades
at the molecular level. This interplay of autonomous molecular
computation and external electronic chemtainer manipulation
enables the programmatic set-up of complex reaction cascades
that allow for automated chemical production of a desired
target molecule from a limited set of chemical resources.
Here, we propose a formal calculus to describe system
states and transitions in an abstract representation of the
artificial cellular matrix. We call this the chemtainer calculus.
In essence, the chemtainer calculus allows us to describe the
organization and manipulation of chemical compounds
down to the molecular level in possibly nested, addressable
reaction compartments. Sets, or more precisely, multisets of
such compartmentalized reagents are situated at locations,
e.g. at positions of a microfluidic machine. Several calculi
for compartmentalized reaction systems have been proposed
previously [25–27]. Our syntax for nested and tagged compart-
ments follows relatively closely the one from brane calculi [27].
Those calculi offer transitions for compartment transformations,
such as fusion and splitting as well as molecular reactions. Tran-
sitions are integral components of the system state, and the
calculus employs a process algebra to deduce the set of possible
transitions from the current state. In the chemtainer calculus,
we additionally define an explicit transition system that operates
on states externally. This organization better reflects the differ-
ence between the chemical state transitions and external
mechanoelectronic control.
The calculus was designed for the architecture described in
reference [20]. The tool chain for compilation of high-level
directives of the chemtainer calculus into eventual electrode
configurations to control the mechanoelectronic microfluidic
hardware is presented in reference [28]. Yet, the general frame-
work discussed here is not tailored towards one specific
technology. For example, instead of microfluidic channel seg-
ments, locations could equally denote test tube arrays, or
wells in a high-throughput chip.In this article, we first design a syntax that allows us to
express the rather complex system states—or rather system
arrangements—that we encounter in the artificial cellular
matrix: located multisets of tagged and possibly nested chem-
tainers that carry cargo. Figure 1 schematically depicts an
example of a possible state. We then introduce transitions
between states that model possible changes of the physical
state. Some of these transitions, e.g. DNA hybridization, cap-
ture autonomous chemistry, whereas other transitions are
thought to be induced by control operations of the artificial cel-
lular matrix. We proceed by defining a simple programming
language that consists of sequences of parametric instructions
that induce transitions on the system state. In §3, we discuss
how the underlying instruction set of the chemtainer calculus
affects the set of constructable objects, and we give our main
result (theorem 3.3) that a set of eight instructions is sufficient
to construct any well-formed target state. Because we use a
non-deterministic semantics, our proofs demonstrate only the
possibility, not the probability of creating a certain desired
state. In §4, we apply our framework to the area of chemical
manufacturing, where we present an algorithm for synthesis
of branched oligomer structures by means of controlled
chemtainer fusion and DNA computing.2. The chemtainer calculus
2.1. System state
Objects of the calculus aremolecules, address tags and chemtai-
ners. Chemtainers represent compact microreactors, such as
vesicles, oil droplets in water or water droplets in oil, DNA
nanocages, etc. They can be decorated with address tags, and
can hold chemical content and even other chemtainers within
them.Here,wedonot distinguish betweendifferent chemtainer
types, but we could imagine a type system for chemtainers to
specify their physical properties. All components of the
system are situated at specified, discrete locations.
Our notion of space is rather simplistic: we assume a fixed
set of locations; each component of the system state is situ-
ated at a certain location; we will introduce transitions that
allow collocated components to interact (while objects at
different locations may not interact), and we will introduce
transitions that induce transport from one location to another
by means of state transitions. Note that we currently do not
introduce a specific topology on the set of locations (e.g. to
move from one location to another, one might need to cross
a third one), but such an extension is possible.
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denote the set of locations,M ¼ {mj; j [ JM} some set of mol-
ecules, and T ¼ {sk; k [ JT } a set of DNA tags. We take
T ¼ {r, s, t, . . .} if tags are explicitly given. Note that M
might intersect with T or not.
The following context-free tree grammar Gs for system
states formalizes the above verbal interpretation:
global state S :¼ ; S WS xi : P, (2:1)
local state P :¼ 0 Pþ P q P q mj (2:2)
and tag q :¼ s s . s: (2:3)
with the start symbolS. Here, the vertical broken bar is a meta-
symbol that indicates syntactic choice. We denote the empty
state by the symbol ;. The binary operator xi :P denotes local-
ization, where xi is a location identifier; the binary operator
S WS denotes composition of locations, whereasPþ P denotes
compositionwithin locations; 0 denotes the empty local state; *
is the Kleene operator and signifies no or arbitrarily many
repetitions of its argument. We write
q ¼S qþ q (2:4)
and
s ¼S sþ s: (2:5)
with the empty tag S to explicitly list tag and gate sets.
Following convention, we denote chemtainers by half-
moon parentheses q P that enclose the chemtainer content
with address tags associated with the left parenthesis [27,29].
Finally, the relation s . s denotes DNA gates, which will be
explained later. We write GS, GP, Gq and Gs for the
grammars with the start symbols S, P, q* and s*, respectively.
To generate a state with the grammar GX, X [ {S, P, q, s}
being a non-terminal, one recursively applies the above pro-
duction rules starting from X until the resulting state tree
contains no more non-terminal symbols. The language L(GX)
is the set of all possible states that can be generated from
the start symbol X. In what follows, S, S0, S00 [ L(GS),
P, P0, P00, Pi [ L(GP), q, q0, qk [ L(Gq ) and s, s0, s00, sk [ L(Gs )
denote arbitrary states of the respective languages.
Informally, we interpret states of L(GS) to signify the fol-
lowing: the global system state is a composition of local
states, where each local state has a location identifier xi and
an associated local state description. The latter are compo-
sitions of molecules mj, gates qk as well as chemtainers
q P with content P and gate set q*; gate sets, in turn, are
compositions of gates qk as well as individual tags sk. See
figure 1 for an example of a global state.
In order to conform with this interpretation, we introduce
the following structural congruence relation (an equivalence
relation with additional axioms that guarantee substitutivity
of equals in context) over L(GS), L(GP), L(Gq) and L(G

s):
S W (S0 W S00); (S W S0) W S00, (2:6)
S W S0 ; S0 W S, (2:7)
S W ; ; S, (2:8)
Pþ (P0 þ P00) ; (Pþ P0)þ P00, (2:9)
Pþ P0 ; P0 þ P, (2:10)
Pþ 0 ; P, (2:11)
q1 þ (q2 þ q3) ; (q1 þ q2)þ q3, (2:12)
q1 þ q2 ; q2 þ q1, (2:13)
qþ S; q, (2:14)
s1 þ (s2 þ s3) ; (s1 þ s2)þ s3, (2:15)s1 þ s2 ; s2 þ s1, (2:16)
sþ S; s, (2:17)
xi :P W xi :P0 ; xi :Pþ P0, (2:18)
S1 ; S2
S W S1 ; S W S2
, (2:19)
P1 ; P2
xi :P1 ; xi :P2
, (2:20)
P1 ; P2
Pþ P1 ; Pþ P2 , (2:21)
q1 ; q2
q þ q1 ; q þ q2 , (2:22)
s1 ; s2
s þ s1 ; s þ s2 , (2:23)
s1 ; s

2
s1 . s ; s

2 . s
, (2:24)
s1 ; s

2
s . s1 ; s . s

2
, (2:25)
P1 ; P2
q P1 ; q P2
(2:26)
and
q1 ; q

2
q1 P ; q

2 P
: (2:27)
Thus, states that belong to the same equivalence class of ;
represent the same physical state, even though they might
be syntactically different. Equations (2.6)–(2.18) induce
monoidal structures on (L(GS), W , ;), (L(GP), þ, 0),
(L(Gq ),þ , S) and (L(Gs ),þ , S ), where ‘:’ distributes over
‘ þ ’, and equations (2.19)–(2.27) guarantee that we can
substitute equals in any context.
We introduce some notational shortcuts. We write
P :¼S P , q :¼ q 0 , and we introduce the notation
nP :¼ Pþ    þ P|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
n times
, (2:28)
which emphasizes the relation to mulitsets. We also allow
ourselves to drop the explicit notation of empty locations
by defining
xi : 0 ; ;: (2:29)
With these definitions, the example state depicted in figure 1
can be written as
x1 : 2Aþ 2Bþ C W x2 : þ Aþ B W x3 : 2A
þ C W x4 : tþ s 3A : (2:30)2.2. Transitions
We are now ready to introduce a transition system that codi-
fies the possible outcome of both autonomous chemical
reactions as well as externally induced operations that manip-
ulate the system state. Autonomous reactions, in turn, are
either arbitrary chemical reactions among molecules, which
we refer to as application chemistry, or the working of DNA
computing operations.2.2.1. Application chemistry
Reactions are just transitions of the form
P ! P0: (2:31)
where P ¼Pi nimi and P0 ¼Pj mjmj are multisets of reac-
tants and products with stoichiometric coefficients ni and mi.
(s + t) > r
(s + t) > r (s + t) > r
(s + t) > r
r r
rr
s
s
t
t
x:
x:
x:
x:
x:
x:
x:
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s
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Figure 2. Transitions that encode gate reactions: a gate reacts with its respective input tags if the two are not separated by a chemtainer wall. Either the gate or its
inputs might be attached to a chemtainer surface in that case the output tags of the gate will equally be bound to the surface. (Online version in colour.)
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co-located reactants that are not separated by chemtainer walls
P ! P0
Pþ P00 ! P0 þ P00 , (2:32)
P ! P0
q P ! q P0 , (2:33)
P ! P0
xi :P ! xi :P0 (2:34)
and
S ! S0
S W S00 ! S0 W S00 : (2:35)
We extend structural congruence to transitions by defining.
P ; P0 P0 ! P00 P00 ; P000
P ! P000 (2:36)
and
S ; S0 S0 ! S00 S00 ; S000
S ! S000 : (2:37)
In its ground form, the chemtainer calculus does not
offer any transitions of the form (2.31). Instead, the user of
the calculus is assumed to provide a set R of autonomous
transitions as axioms.
Note that there is no particular need to restrict M to be
finite. Our calculus can be applied without adaption to an
infinite set ofmolecules, including polymers or branched struc-
tures—an example of which will be presented in §4. We also
emphasize that we explicitly allow M and T to intersect. If
they do, tags can occur in the reactant and product sides of
chemical reactions, such that tags can be altered chemically.2.2.2. DNA gate transitions
Here, DNA computation is implemented by join-and-fork
gates [18] that irreversibly release a given set of output
strands s2 once they have bound a set of inputs s

1, written
s1 . s

2. Note that s

1 . s

2 does not physically contain the
strands s1. Rather it means that the gate accepts those strands
as input.
If a gate is co-located with all its input tags, it can release
its output tag
s1 . s

2 þ s1 ! s2: (2:38)
We have to ensure that these transitions can occur
between two co-located complementary tags in any context,
unless they are separated by a chemtainer boundary. This is
allowed by introducing the following inference rules
qþ q0 ! q00
qþ q0 P ! q00 P (2:39)and
qþ q0 ! q00
(qþ q0) P ! q00 P : (2:40)
Examples of gate transitions are depicted in figure 2. Owing
to the inferences (2.32)–(2.37), it is guaranteed that DNA
computing operations perform in any context.
2.2.3. Induced transitions
We now introduce transitions that model the controlled
manipulation of states through operations of the artificial cellu-
lar matrix. We introduce eight such operations, responsible for
feeding and moving of chemtainers and tags, controlled
fusion of chemtainers, encapsulation of material into chemtai-
ners, chemtainer bursting and flushing of content. Our exact
transitions aremotivated by the functionalities of the underlying
microfluidics architecture [20], but they also serve as a guideline
as to how alternative transitions in other hardwares can be codi-
fied. The impact of the exact instruction set on the constructive
capabilities of the resulting calculus will be discussed in §3.
Induced transitions are of the form
I : S ! S,
where I is a parametrized name. We first give the formal defi-
nition of these transitions (schematics are shown in figure 3)
and will afterwards comment on their particular choice.
In §2.3, we will introduce a small programming language
based on these operations.
feed(x,mi, n) : ;! x : nmi (2:41)
feed tag(x, s, n): ;! x :ns (2:42)
move(s,x, z) : x : (sþq) P ! z : (sþq) P (2:43)
x :s! z :s (2:44)
tag(x) : x :sþq P ! x : (sþq) P (2:45)
fuse(x) : x :q1 P þq2 P0 ! x :ðq1þq2Þ PþP0 (2:46)
flush(x) : x :P!; (2:47)
wrap(x, z) : x :P! z : P (2:48)
burst(x) : x :q P ! x :q þP (2:49)
Transitions (2.41)–(2.49) operate strictly on the top level of
the state, meaning that we do not allow, for example, tagging
or fusion of chemtainers that reside within another chemtai-
ner. To ensure this, we simply do not provide inference
rules that would allow us to derive such transitions. How-
ever, the above transitions are allowed to operate in any
context through the following inference
I : S ! S0
I : S WS ! S0 WS : (2:50)
We now comment on the individual choice of operations
and their transitions. feed allows one to feed chemtainers that
x: x:
x:
x:
x: x: y: x: y:
x: y:
x:
x:x:
x: x:
y:x: y:
x: y:
x:
x:
burst(x)
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B
B
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B
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flush(x)
wrap(x, y)
feed_tag(x, s, 1)
feed(x, A, 3)
tag(x)
fuse(x)
move(s, x, y)
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
move(s, x, y)
Figure 3. Schematics of programmable transitions and their instructions in the chemtainer calculus. (Online version in colour.)
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single molecular species into a location. This is the only
means to provide elements of M. Similarly, feed_tag
allows one to feed a certain number n [ N of identical tags
into a location. tag has been modelled to unspecifically
attach some available tag to some container at a given
location. No means are given to specify which tag or which
chemtainer is transformed in this operation. The reason for
this choice is that the actual linking of tags to a chemtainer
involves linker molecules (e.g. biotin and streptavidin) that
are common to all chemtainers and tags independent of the
actual tag sequence or chemtainer type.
We provide a flush command to counteract the effect
of feeding, where flushing simply removes content at a loca-
tion. The operation is most easily implemented by literally
flushing the material out of the system.
Themove command allows one to move a specific tag, or a
chemtainer decorated with a specific tag from one location to
another. Notably, this allows for content separation: for
example, the state x :s A þ t B will transition into
the state x :sðAÞ W y : tðBÞ in response to the operation
move(t, x, y). In a certain interpretation, this can be understood
as chemtainer docking, where the locations correspond to
volumes ofbulk fluid that themselvesmove alongamicrofluidic
channel decoratedwith the complementary tag (here t).Assum-
ing that both chemtainers are initially at location x which is
decorated with t, the complementarily tagged chemtainer is
allowed to temporarily hybridize to the channel wall, whereas
the bulk volume—and thus the locations—physically move
along the channel. Non-matching content at the logical location
xwill remain at that location, although its physical position has
changed. Matching content, however, will be at a different
location, e.g. y and can be released into the corresponding bulk.
The operations fuse and wrap are more specific to the
artificial cellular matrix and enable fusion and (vesicle)
encapsulation. fuse induces unspecific fusion of co-located
chemtainers, leading to mixing of both chemtainer surface
and content. Besides unspecific fusion, tag-specific fusion of
vesicles has been achieved experimentally [30,31]. A version
of the chemtainer calculus featuring such tag-specific fusion
is presented in [32]. wrap enables encapsulation of materialinto vesicles, e.g. using interface transfer: it is assumed that
the material at location x resides in an aqueous phase
which is first immersed into an oil phase where it forms sur-
factant-coated water droplets—providing the inner layer of
the future vesicle. Next, the water droplet passes a surfactant
covered oil–water interface which provides the outer layer of
the vesicle membrane. If the original state at x contains chem-
tainers, these are equally transferred into the interior of the
new chemtainer, leading to nested chemtainers [12]. Micro-
fluidic implementations of this protocol are presented in
[33]. We will later analyse the power of this transition
system with and without the wrap operation.
Complementing encapsulation, we provide a burst oper-
ation that releases the content of a chemtainer. We envision
that burst does not fully dissolve the chemtainer, but rather
ruptures the chemtainer wall temporarily, for example by
means of a heat or salt shock. After bursting, the chemtainer
will reconstitute itself and remain in the system, available for
further processing.
In order to capture obvious implementation constraints of
the physical machine, some of the operations are restricted to
subsets of L, e.g. feed(x) might require x [ Lfeed , L. It can
be shown that the constructive power of the calculus is not
affected by this limitation, as long as move, tag and burst are
allowed to operate on the entire set L. Likewise, we could con-
strain themove command such that the target location has to be
in a certain neighbourhood set of the source location in order to
capture, e.g. the channel topology of microfluidic devices.
Wewish to clarify one point that might be counterintuitive.
Assume, for example, the state x : 10s. What will be the action
to the operationmove(s, x, y)? Intuitively, wemight expect that
the system transitions into the state y : 10s, meaning that all
instances of s have been moved. However, x : 10s is structu-
rally equivalent to x : 9s W x :s owing to the distributive
relation (2.18). To this state, we can apply the transition
S W x :s! S W y :s equating S ¼ x : 9s, which results in
x : 9s W y :s. Thus,move, and by similarity all other transitions,
will operate only on a single instance. There is a simpleway out,
however: in order to move all 10 instances in the example
above, we can simply execute the move operation 10 times
in sequence. Our reason for this semantics is that it allows for
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stochastic semantics [34,35].
2.3. Programs
In §2.2, we have informally given parametric names to tran-
sitions, such as move(s, x, y), tag(x), a.s.o. We next interpret
parametric names as elemental operations of a programming
language that can be used to operate the artificial cellular
matrix. We do this by first defining another formal language,
the formal language of chemtainer programs, and then
expressing the semantics of this language by means of state
transitions, the latter employing the language L(GS) of
chemtainer states.
As with states, we define programs by a recursive
grammar, which we initially keep as simple as possible
p :¼ e I; p: (2:51)
A program p can be either the empty program e, or a (para-
metric) instruction followed by another program (the
remainder), with instructions being separated by semicolons.
Instructions I can be any of the formerly introduced para-
metric names feed(xa,mj, n), feed_tag(xa, qk, n), move(sk,
xa, xb), tag(xa), wrap(xa, xb), fuse(xa), burst(xa) and flush(xa)
with xa, xb [ L, mj [M, qk [ L(Gq ) and n [ N. Each instruc-
tion I has a set of associated transitions, and wewrite I : S! S0
to denote any such associated transition (as was already done
in the previous part).
Strictly, the concatenation operator ‘;’ is only defined to
concatenate single instructions with programs. In order
to concatenate arbitrary programs p and p’, we introduce
an additional operator ‘;’ for program concatenation through
the following recursive definition
e; p ¼ p (2:52)
and
(I; p); p0 ¼ I; (p; p0): (2:53)
Because both concatenation operators have different
domains, it is clear from the context whether the concatena-
tion refers to single instructions or programs. Therefore, we
will drop the syntactic differentiation and use the symbol ‘;’
for both operators.
A program p together with a system state S is expressed
by the tuple kp, Sl and we write kp, Sl! S0 to denote that the
program p can transform the state S into the state S0, called a
result of p. Results are defined by the following structural
operational semantics [36]:
ke, Sl! S, (2:54)
kp, S00l! S I : S0 ! S00
kI; p, S0l! S (2:55)
and
kp, S0l! S
kI; p, S0l! S : (2:56)
In words, given a program that starts with instruction I with
some associated transition from S0 to S00, the second rule
allows us to transform the system into S00, thereby reducing
the original program to whatever remains after execution of
I. If program execution encounters an instruction with no
associated transition that is applicable with the current state
S0 (e.g. tag is asked to operate on an empty cell), the third
rule allows us to skip the instruction without modifying the
system state. This latter rule primarily addresses erroneous
conditions and ensures that a program does not get stuck,simply because the respective molecules are not present at
some point of the execution. Using non-deterministic seman-
tics, rule (2.56) might even be used when rule (2.55) is
applicable, thereby skipping instructions of the program
sequence. This could be remedied with a stochastic semantics
that assigns an arbitrarily small transition rate to rule (2.56).
We can nowdistinguish between autonomous and induced
transitions, by extending the semantics with the rules
S ! S0 kp, S0l! S00
kp, Sl! S00 (2:57)
and
kp, Sl! S0 S0 ! S00
kp, Sl! S00 , (2:58)
where S! S’ and S’ ! S’’ is an autonomous transition inferred
through (2.35). These rules allow autonomous transitions to
occur at any time during program execution without affecting
the program.
We extend structural congruence to program application
using the inference rule
S ; S00 kp, Sl! S0 S0 ; S000
kp, S00l! S000 : (2:59)
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, proved in the electronic supplementary
material, allow for uncomplicated composition of instructions.
Lemma 2.1. Program application is not context sensitive: if the
application of program p on the initial state S can lead to the result
S0, the application on the composition S W S can lead to the result
S0 W S, containing S0 as a substate. S is an invariant of p:
kp, Sl! S0 ) kp, S W Sl! S0 W S: (2:60)
Lemma 2.2. Programs can be concatenated, and the start configur-
ation of the second program will be the result of the first program:
kp0, Sl! S0 ^ kp00, S0l! S00 ) kp0; p00, Sl! S00:
(2:61)
2.4. Extension: control flow directives and parallel
execution
We could easily define control flow directives known from
standard programming languages, such as branched execution
and loops. This is particularly interesting in the context of
feedback control. Let
p : S ! {true, false} (2:62)
be a conditional over the system state. For example, f could
measurewhether a fluorescent signal at a certain location exceeds
a certain threshold. We could then extend our grammar to
p :¼ e I; p while p(S) do p; endwhile, (2:63)
to allow for conditional loops, where the semantics of thewhile
statement are given by
kp, Sl! S0 kwhile p do p; endwhile, S0l! S00 p ¼ true
kwhile p do p; endwhile, Sl! S00
(2:64)
p ¼ false
kwhile p do p; endwhile, Sl! S : (2:65)
As evidenced with these definitions, there is nothing particular
about control flow directives in the chemtainer calculus
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org
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more elaborate control flows, the reader can simply apply stan-
dard text book procedures.
Similarly, it is straightforward to define the semantics for
a language of communicating sequential processes [37,38]
that parallelizes the production process
kp0, S0l! S0 kp00, S00l! S00
kp0 p00, S0 W S00l! S0 W S00 : (2:66)
2.5. Example
To make the above definitions more familiar, we employ
the chemtainer calculus in order to decorate chemtainers
with addresses and use those to mix the contents of
two chemtainers.
The left column shows which parametric instruction is
executed, and the right column shows the effect of its associ-
ated transition. Read from top to bottom, the left column
therefore simply gives a program that can construct some
desired state denoted on the right.
;
feed(x, P) x : P
feed tag(y, s) x : P W y :s
move(s, y, x) x :sþ P
tag(x) x :s P :
9>>=
>>;
(2:67)
To use this sequence later on in programs, we define it as the
parametric macro resource(x, s, P). Now, we use this macro
to create two chemtainers and fuse them
;
resource(x, s, P) x :s P
resource(y, r, Q) x :s P W y : r Q
move(r, y, x) x :s P þ r Q
fuse(x) x : (sþ r) PþQ :
9>>>=
>>;
(2:68)
Keep in mind that the right column only shows a possible
response of the system state to the program on the left, not
the necessary response. In general, because of the ambiguity
of transitions, the system could have transitioned into
alternative states in response to the same program.3. Instruction sets and their constructive power
The instructions given in equations (2.41)–(2.49) serve
as examples of possible operations, rather than the final
specification of an artificial cellular matrix. Potential real-
world implementations might involve only a subset of the
operations mentioned, or might enable other means of
chemtainer manipulation. It then becomes interesting to
determine whether different instruction sets are equivalent
in what they can construct or whether the set of constructable
states differs.
In order to approach the problem formally, we define the
constructive closure vþ(Px) , L(GS) of the language Px as the
set of states that can be constructed from the empty state
through some program p [ Px. Formally
vþ(Px) :¼ {S [ L(GS) : 9p [ Px ^ kp, ;l! S}: (3:1)
Similarly, we define the reset closure v(Px) , L(GS) as the
set of states that can be transformed back into the empty
set. Formally
v(Px) :¼ {S [ vþ(Px) : 9p [ Px ^ kp, Sl! ;}: (3:2)Of primary interest is of course the casev ¼ vþ where the
machine can be reset from any state. In this case, one can for-
mally transform any initial state into any target state, thereby
programming sequences of states: if kp, Sl! ; and
kp0, ;l! S0, the concatenation p; p’ will transform S into S’:
kp; p0, Sl! S0. This result, however, is mostly of theoreti-
cal interest, as an interim reset of the machine might not be
desiredwhen programming such state sequences. In a practical
application, one would define a distance measure between
states and ensure that the transition path length of programs
is minimized, thereby preferring for example a single
move instruction over a sequence of flush;feed_tag;move
instructions with equal outcome.
We consider the following three incremental instruction
sets
Imin ¼ {feed, feed tag, move, tag, fuse, flush} (3:3)
Iwrap ¼ Imin < {wrap} (3:4)
Iburst ¼ Iwrap < {burst}: (3:5)
Let Pmin, Pwrap and Pburst be the sets of programs over the
respective instruction set. Wewill show the following relations
between the corresponding constructive and reset closures:
vþ(Pmin) , vþ(Pwrap) , vþ(Pburst) ¼ L(GS)
k k <j
v(Pmin) , v(Pwrap) , v(Pburst) # L(GS): (3:6)
If and only if all locations are flushable, i.e. if Lflush ¼ L, the
right-most chain of relations simplifies to
vþ(Pburst) ¼ v(Pburst) ¼ L(GS): (3:7)
Diagram (3.6) can be decomposed into several theorems,
for which we need to define the nesting level d : L(GS) ! N
of a state S or local state P as the following
d(;) ¼ 0, (3:8)
d(0) ¼ 0, (3:9)
d(mj) ¼ 0, (3:10)
d(q) ¼ 1, (3:11)
d(xi :P) ¼ d(P), (3:12)
d(S W S0) ¼ max {d(S), d(S0)}, (3:13)
d(Pþ P0) ¼ max {d(P), d(P0)} (3:14)
and d(q P ) ¼ 1þ d(P): (3:15)
With this definition, we can state the relations of diagram
(3.6) more precisely:
Theorem 3.1. The constructive closure of Pmin is the set of states
that do not contain nested chemtainers nor free floating molecules
other than tags:
vþ(Pmin)¼ {S[ L(GS) :d(S) 1^SS0 Wxi :mj formj[MnT }:
(3:16)
Theorem 3.2. The constructive closure of Pwrap is the set of states
that do not contain free floating molecules other than tags:
vþ(Pwrap) ¼ {S [ L(GS) : S  S0 W xi :mj for mj [MnT }:
(3:17)
Theorem 3.3. The constructive closure of Pburst is the entire set
of states:
vþ(Pburst) ¼ L(GS): (3:18)
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v(Px) , {S [ L(GS) : S  S0 W xi :mj
for xi  Lflush < Lwrap in, mj [MnT }
8x [ {min, wrap, burst} (3:19)
Proofs for all theorems are given in the electronic sup-
plementary material. Note that these proofs are constructive:
for any given target structure S [ vþ(Px), we can automatically
generate a program that will construct S. This observation
forms the core of a compiler that is able to generate a sequence
of transitions for building a given target structure.
Theorems 3.1–3.4 assume that the entire set of molecules
M can be fed as resources. We now address the case where
only a subset MR ,M of compounds can be directly pro-
vided by feed and where chemical reactions are employed
to produce compounds outsideMR.
For some reaction n1m1 þ n2m2 ! n3m3 þ n4m4 with
m1, m2 [MR, we can employ the program
;
resource(x, c, n1m1) x :c n1m1
resource(y, r, n2m2) x :c n1m1 W y : r n2m2
move(r, y, x) x :c n1m1 þ r n2m2
fuse(x) x : (cþ r) n1m1 þ n2m2
x : (cþ r) n3m3 þ n4m4
9>>>>=
>>>>;
(3:20)
to initiate the chemical production of P0 ¼ n3m3 þ n4m4,
where m3, m4 are not necessarily elements of MR. Applying
this procedure repeatedly allows us to obtain successi-
vely bigger subsets of M. However, without means for
content separation, the set of producible states will be con-
strained by the stoichiometries of the reactions. If the
artificial cellular matrix would offer content separation,
e.g. by means of electrophoresis [39], we could encode this
with the induced transition
separate(x, y) : x : (qþ q0) Pþ P0 ! y : q P þ q0 P0 :
(3:21)
where the exact partitioning of chemtainer content into P and
P’ would depend on its electrophoretic mobility. Continuing
the above program, we could now derive
x : (cþ r) n3m3 þ n4m4
separate(x, y) y :c n3m3 þ r n4m4 : (3:22)
The tagged chemtainers are ready to be used as input for sub-
sequent reactions. This recovers the constructive power of the
chemtainer calculus, provided that all elements ofM can be
constructed by some chain of reactions. However, in order to
maintain a well-defined mapping from DNA tags to chemtai-
ner content, the separate operation would need to assert
the correct redistribution of surface tags along with the con-
tent separation such that products can be unambiguously
identified by their tags.4. Programmable reaction cascades
Here, we demonstrate how our calculus (even with the mini-
mal instruction set Imin) can be used to integrate chemical
production with molecular computation in order to control
programmable reaction cascades. This example is motivatedby and closely mimics the synthesis of oligosaccharides in the
Golgi apparatus [1,2]. Oligosaccharides are branched, hetero-
geneous polymers composed of typically 5–10 individual
sugar monomers such as mannose, galactose and glucose.
This diverse class of biochemicals is involved in various
physiological processes pertaining, e.g. to cell–cell recognition,
intra- and intercellular trafficking and metabolic modulation
[40]. However, their combinatorial richness poses a challenge
for chemical oligosaccharide synthesis based on conventional
chemical manufacturing techniques [41].
Biological oligosaccharide synthesis proceeds in the
Golgi apparatus by adding individual monomers one unit
at a time to specific binding sites of the growing oligomer.
Monomers are attached to enzymes that promote the specific
binding reactions
Pi þ Ej Mi ! Piþ1þEj: (4:1)
Here, Pi denotes an intermediate oligomer, to which monomer
Mi is added at the site j. If binding sites are unique, a given
enzyme–monomer complex Ej Mi contains all the information
required to build the specific product Pi þ 1 from Pi. Prior to
these polymerization steps, monomers have to be attached
to the respective enzymes
Mi þ Ej ! Ej Mi: (4:2)
Chemical one-pot synthesis of a given target structure
is challenging, because repetition of bindings sites in the
oligomer structure can lead to undesired side products.
The number of potential side products can be controlled,
however, by forcing some reaction steps to occur sequen-
tially while others are allowed to proceed in parallel [42].
Weyland et al. [43] present an algorithm that identifies
such optimal reaction cascades. For example, assume that
the structure shown in figure 4 can be produced with the
reaction cascade
Galþ EGal4Galþ EGal4Man ! P0 þ 2EGal4, (4:3)
EMan6Manþ EMan6Glcþ EMan3Glc
! P1EMan6 þ EMan6 þ EMan3, (4:4)
EMan3Manþ EMan2Galþ EGal4Glc
! P2EMan3 þ EMan2 þ EGal4 (4:5)
and P0 þ EMan6P1 þ EMan3P2 ! P3 þ EMan6 þ EMan3,
(4:6)
where it has to be ensured that reactions (4.3)–(4.5) occur in
isolation and prior to reaction (4.6).
Our strategy here is to employ the chemtainers in order to
control the encounter of reactants and hence the order of reac-
tions by encapsulating reactants within chemtainers. Fusion
of chemtainers co-locates desired reactants and triggers
their polymerization. Simultaneously, DNA gate compu-
tation on the chemtainer surface will reflect the change of
chemtainer content after reaction. The same DNA compu-
tation can ensure that reactions are started if and only if
other reactions have been performed beforehand. We use
one location x0 for processing and one location xS for storing
intermediate products.
We start by preparing chemtainers with enzyme
complexes using the program given in equation (3.20). For
(a)
4-1
2-1
EM–6P1
EM–3P2
P0
P3
4-1
4-1
6-1
6-1
3-1
3-1
(b)
glucose
mannose
galactose
enzyme
Figure 4. (a) Example of an oligosaccharide target structure, consisting of specifically connected monomers of different types (hexagons). (b) Reaction cascade to synthesize
the target structure. Potential side reactions are avoided by encapsulating reactants into separate chemtainers (indicated by dashed lines). (Online version in colour.)
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‘resource(x0, s, Gal); resource(x0, r, EGal4);
feed tag(x0, (sþ r) . b);
fuse(x0); move(b, x0, xS) (4:7)
creates the state xS :b EGal4Gal . See figure 5 for a graphi-
cal representation of these steps. We use this algorithm
repeatedly to set up the machine in the following state
xS :a Gal þ b EGal4Gal þ g EGal4Man
þ d EMan6Man þ e EMan6Glc þ z EMan3Glc
þ h EMan3Man þ u EMan2Gal þ i EGal4Glc :
(4:8)With this mapping from chemical compounds to DNA tags,
we translate the reaction cascade (4.3) and (4.6) into a set of
DNA gates
(aþ bþ g) . k, (4:9)
(dþ eþ z) . l, (4:10)
(hþ uþ i) . m (4:11)
and (kþ lþ m) . v: (4:12)
To carry out reaction (4.3), we feed the gate (4.9) at location
x0. We then progressively move chemtainers from xS to x0,
initiate their fusion and transport the intermediate product P0
back to xS (see figure 6 for a schematic representation):(4:13)x0 : (aþ bþ g) . k W xS :a Gal þ b EGal4Gal þ g EGal4Man
move(a, xS, x0) x0 : (aþ bþ g) . kþ a Gal W xS :b EGal4Gal þ g EGal4Man
move(b, xS, x0) x0 : (aþ bþ g) . kþ a Gal þ b EGal4Gal W xS : g EGal4Man
move(g, xS, x0) x0 : (aþ bþ g) . kþ a Gal þ b EGal4Gal þ g EGal4Man
tag(x0) x0 : (aþ (aþ bþ g) . k) Galþ b EGal4Gal þ g ðEGal4Man
fuse(x0) x0 : (aþ bþ (aþ bþ g) . k) Galþ EGal4Gal þ g EGal4Man
fuse(x0) x0 : (aþ bþ gþ (aþ bþ g) . k) Galþ EGal4Galþ EGal4Man
x0 : k P0 þ 2EGal4
move(k, x0, xS) xS : k P0 þ 2EGal4
flush(x0) xS : k P0 þ 2EGal4 :
9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;The flush instruction cleans the processing location in the
case that the execution of an instruction was skipped because
of rule (2.56). This prevents the subsequent fuse operations
from operating on chemtainers that where intended to be
kept separate.
Repeating the above algorithm with gate (4.10) and
tags d, e, z as well as gate (4.11) and tags h, u, i produces
chemtainers with the intermediate products P0, P1 and P2tagged with k, l and m, respectively. Eventually, the above
algorithm with gate (4.12) and tags k, l, m produces the
chemtainer v P3 þ . . . which can readily be moved to
some output location.
Note that the above program operates over a finite set of
resources, tags and locations, in order to build a compound
from a potentially unlimited universe of target molecules,
and the mapping between tags and compounds is established
(s + r) > b
(s + r) > b
b
fuse(x0)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
feed_tag(x0, (s + r) > b, 1)
s s sr r
r
x0: x0: x0: x0:
Figure 5. Steps for preparing enzymatically activated saccharide monomers. (a) Chemtainers with activated enzymes and monomers are fed to the same location.
(b) A DNA gate is fed to the same location. (c) Fusion of chemtainers co-locates the reactants in a single chemtainer, to which the provided DNA gate attaches.
(d ) The reaction takes place inside the chemtainer, whereas the result of chemtainer fusion is reflected by the successful transition of the DNA gate. (Online version
in colour.)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(s + b + g) > k
(s + b + g) > k
(s + b + g) > k
z
e
d a
a
a
b
g
b
g
h
h
h
h
h
b
x0:
x0:
x0:
x0:
x0:
g
xS:
z
z
e
e
d
d
xS:
xS:
z
z
d
k
e
k
e
d
xS:
xS:
Figure 6. Steps in the programmed synthesis of compound P0 from figure 4.
(a) Initial system state, where resource chemtainers are provided at the sto-
rage location xS and the DNA gate (aþ bþ g) . k is provided at the
operation location x0. (b) System state after chemtainers labelled a, b
and g are moved to x0. (c) System state after fusion has been initiated in
x0, and the tag has been bound. (d ) Chemical reactions and gate transitions
occur autonomously at x0. (e) The newly created chemtainer labelled k with
product P0 is transferred back to xS. (Online version in colour.)
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the universality of the programmatic synthesis approach.5. Discussion
We have formally introduced the chemtainer calculus which is
capable of capturing system states and transitions of an artificial
cytoplasm. The chemtainer calculus allows us to describe the
organization and manipulation of chemical compounds in
possibly nested, addressable bioreactors. Elemental operationsof a simple programming language are proposed that allow
for the programmatic control of chemtainer transitions. A con-
structive proof is given that a programming language based on
eight elemental instructions is capable of constructing any poss-
ible system configuration that can be expressed in the grammar
of the chemtainer calculus. This proof can serve as a core
component of a compiler for automated program inference.
We have presented how our machinery can be used to compile
and execute complex chemical synthesis protocols and have
given an example from oligosaccharide synthesis which still
poses a challenging task for conventional chemicalmanufactur-
ing techniques. This framework for programmable chemical
synthesis demonstrates how molecular computing and chemi-
cal production can be integrated in much the same way as in
biological systems, for example in the Golgi apparatus.
One might object that chemical synthesis in chemtainers
works the same as sequential mixings of reaction solutions in
test tubes, which is a conventional methodology. What then
is the added values of chemtainers? First, we point out that
microfluidics in general (even without employing chemtai-
ners), allows for the programmed set-up of reaction cascades
in small volumes. This gives a general advantage over setting
up reactions in test tubes either manually or even by liquid
handling robots: as pointed out by Fu¨chslin et al. [42], small
spatial dimensions offer the possibility for rapid transport of
intermediate compounds among different reaction environ-
ments. The accompanying reduction in processing times can
be of crucial advantage in synthesis steps where intermediate
compounds are only stable for short periods of time. Conse-
quently, compounds not viable in present processing may
become interesting candidates for, e.g. catalysis in miniatur-
ized systems. Employing vesicles as reaction compartments
allows for the use of even smaller reaction volumes on the fem-
tolitre scale. Second, DNA-addressable reaction compartments
can sometimes avoid the need fordistinct reaction environments,
in the sense that all reactants can be provided simultaneously
in the same ‘pot’, but individual reactions are controlled by
DNA-mediated vesicle fusion. This ‘automated assembly’ is
programmed not in the microfluidic control, but in the DNA
tagging of vesicles. Although this has not been exemplified in
this paper, we can envision synthesis pathways where DNA
tags participate in the reaction cascades, e.g. as aptamers. Fold-
ing the DNA tag set with the set of chemicals would allow
chemical reactions to directly ‘report’ on their progress, such
that, e.g. a DNA tag operation is triggered only after a chemical
compoundhas been consumed.DNA-tagged reaction compart-
ments further allow for the extraction and recovery of unreacted
compounds by their unaltered DNA tag, and the extraction of
reaction products by their altered DNA tag. Third,
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compartments offers additional advantages for chemicalmanu-
facturing in microfluidics. Compounds do not contaminate
microfluidic channels as they are physically contained in ves-
icles. Vesicles can expose a unified physical ‘interface’ (in
terms of friction, buoyancy, charge density, etc.) formicrofluidic
control independent of their content. By altering the compo-
sition of membrane molecules, these properties can be altered
vastly independently of the vesicle content.
In all our derivations, we have made ample use of non-
deterministic semantics: we have proved that there exists a pro-
gram that is able to induce desired transitions, and is thus able
to construct a desired state. We have not taken into account
the likelihood of those transitions—especially with respect to
possible but undesired side reactions. As this is an importantissue in the area of programming chemistry, we have carefully
designed our transition system with an extension towards sto-
chastic semantics in mind [34]. Application of these known
techniques to the chemtainer calculus would be the subject of
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